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Abstract—Rapid advancements in integrated circuit (IC) tech-
nology have been led by the private sector. This leadership has
resulted in a widespread dependence of commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS) components in our electronic systems. However, being
dependent upon potentially compromised hardware serves as a
threat to our security. Hardware Trojans, which can extract
sensitive information and disrupt system operations, can be
inserted into COTS ICs by untrusted design and fabrication
facilities. Checking for the existence of Trojans using conventional
methods requires a complex test process and design-level modifi-
cations, which requires trusted design information, making them
unsuitable for COTS components. On the other hand, for a high
confidence detection of Trojans, an exhaustive inspection may
be required using destructive reverse-engineering techniques.
However, such methods are quite expensive, not applicable to all
chips due to their destructive nature, and very time-consuming.
In this work, we propose SPARTA-COTS, a non-destructive laser
probing approach for Trojan detection in COTS ICs, which
detects sequential hardware Trojans by leveraging existing scan
chain architecture. SPARTA can differentiate between benign
scan flip-flops and malicious sequential hardware Trojans by
creating a 2-dimensional frequency activity map of the backside
silicon at the clock and scan input frequencies using electro-
optical frequency mapping (EOFM). Consequently, SPARTA is
capable of confidently identifying Trojan flip-flops using image
processing techniques. To validate our claims, we present auto-
mated detection results on a 28 nm device.

Index Terms—Sequential Trojan Detection, Commercial-off-
the-Shelf, ASIC, Optical-Probing, Hardware Security

I. INTRODUCTION

The microelectronics supply chain has become increasingly

globalized. As a result, the need to authenticate untrusted

hardware has risen. Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) compo-

nents, designed and manufactured around the world, are being

deployed within critical systems and infrastructure which

require the utmost reliability. Hardware Trojans, i.e., malicious

modifications introduced into a circuit, pose a threat to the

safety of those dependent upon these critical systems. Hard-

ware Trojans are capable of extracting privileged information

from ICs, enabling access through covert channels, and even

disabling device functionality [1]–[3]. As integrated circuit

(IC) production is rapidly approaching a zero-trust threat

model, where no single entity can be trusted, the potential

threat of hardware Trojans warrants an effective response.

The threat of hardware Trojan insertion has inspired re-

search across the pre-silicon and post-silicon life-cycle for

the purpose of Trojan detection, design-for-trust, and split

manufacturing for trust (i.e., Trojan prevention) [3]. Proposed

detection (validation) and prevention methods, such as design-

for-trust and split manufacturing, attempt to, for instance,

increase controllability and observability of specific nets by

adding test points to the original design or separating design

elements to protect the full design [4]–[7]. These methods

typically incur a high cost, design-constraint penalty, or can

introduce additional vulnerabilities that can be exploited by

attackers to cause integrity and confidentiality violations to

a design’s critical information. Additionally, pre-silicon de-

tection and prevention methods cannot be guaranteed with

COTS ICs and require implementation by the COTS design

house. Alternatively, post-silicon detection methods have been

proposed to verify authenticity.

Existing post-silicon Trojan detection methods rely on de-

structive reverse engineering, applying complex test processes,

or comparisons against golden ICs [8]–[11]. Destructive tech-

niques require detailed delayering and imaging of a device-

under-test (DUT), which can be error-prone, costly, and time-

consuming. On the other hand, logic-based approaches rely

upon the application of parametric and logical tests [7]. In

this case, such testing methods require trusted circuit design

information, small-scale ICs, or Trojan trigger activation and

propagation of payload to an observable output (e.g., primary

output or scan chain). Existing non-destructive side-channel

techniques require golden references of fabricated ICs [12].

This condition cannot be met with a realistic threat model,

as the verifying party will not always have a golden sample

of their COTS IC. Besides, such methods do not scale well

to larger devices and typically cannot cover low-probability

(hard-to-detect) and sequential Trojans. Notably, sequential

Trojans may require propagation through a complex state

space before reaching a possible activation condition. There-

fore, generating tests that activate hidden Trojans is extremely

difficult.

Our Contribution. In this work, we introduce SPARTA-

COTS, a laser probing approach using electro-optical fre-

quency mapping (EOFM) to non-destructively detect sequen-

tial Trojans without design-for-trust nor prior knowledge of

the COTS component. Moreover, since our laser probing

approach, SPARTA, requires only a clock signal and, in this

scenario, a single repeating scan input pattern, we only need

to leverage existing circuit test infrastructure to determine

if malicious sequential elements exist outside of the scan
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chain. To validate SPARTA-COTS, we conduct experiments

on Trojan benchmarks implemented on a commercial 28-nm

FPGA and show the automated detection of Trojans. It should

be noted that although we utilized an FPGA for our proof-

of-concept, the method is applicable to ASICs as well (see

Section III).

II. BACKGROUND

A. Sequential Trojans

Hardware Trojans are defined as malicious modifications

to a circuit design. This malicious circuitry can be identified

as combinational (i.e., combinational logic gates only) or

sequential (i.e., utilizing memory elements). Combinational

Trojans are assumed to be placed at low switching probability

nodes to avoid activation, and several examples have been

generated and made publicly available on Trust-Hub [13],

[14]. Additionally, sequential hardware Trojans represent the

most diverse set of malicious circuit modifications. Sequential

Trojans may be triggered synchronously, asynchronously, a

hybrid approach, or from rare sequences [15]. This broad

area of powerful Trojans is likely to avoid detection from

conventional testing techniques as random tests are unlikely

to trigger them.

On the other hand, sequential triggering mechanisms are the

most sophisticated attack option for untrusted designers and

foundries [3], [4]. As ICs further scale, sequential Trojans are

ideal for hiding their impact during standard IC testing. Often

the test methodology for an IC aims to identify faults (e.g.,

stuck-at) which may arise from the manufacturing process, but

these tests may also be used to target combinational Trojan

triggers. However, sequential Trojans may not be triggered

during such testing due to the potential progression through

various states to a specific target location. This multi-cycle

path makes the detection of sequential Trojans increasingly

difficult and unlikely. Detection techniques have been previ-

ously proposed, although they often require advanced circuit

knowledge, modifications at the design phase, or the activation

of the Trojan for detection [16]–[18].

B. Hardware Trojan Detection

Trojan detection in ICs can be generalized as destructive or

non-destructive. Destructive approaches yield high-confidence

results, but render the DUT unusable after processing [19]–

[21]. Non-destructive approaches allow for use of the ICs after

they have been analyzed, however traditionally these methods

have lower confidence levels and require device-specific input

patterns to generate the desired circuit activity [9], [10], [12],

[22]. Given the lack of information available while working

with COTS components, structural pattern information will be

difficult to derive without full IC reverse engineering.

Non-destructive optical side-channel based Trojan detec-

tion techniques have been previously proposed in [9], [10].

These techniques attempt to identify combinational Trojans

by measuring photon emission from the backside silicon

when specific test patterns were applied. By using a sensi-

tive temporally-aware photodetector, combinational logic was

= Laser field of view
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= Non-clocked standard cells
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Fig. 1. EOFM measurement overview depicting IC backside optical probing
and expected measurement image.
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Fig. 2. Laser patterning and EOFM measurements of a 28-nm Microsemi
PolarFire FPGA.

identified on a 90 nm technology node. The authors then

compared their measured emissions against a golden IC layout

which had been pre-processed to approximate the expected

results from experimental measurements. Unlike SPARTA,

these techniques rely on extensive test patterns to activate

all components within the IC. SPARTA does not require

complex test pattern generation for measurement and does

not require temporal alignment to collect results. Additionally,

photon emission techniques create additional challenges due

to aggressive device scaling, as emissions are proportional to

the supply voltage of a chip [10].

C. Electro-Optical Frequency Mapping (EOFM)

Figure 1 illustrates the principle behind the EOFM mea-

surement technique [23]. An infrared laser passing through

an optical assembly is incident upon the backside silicon of

an IC. Silicon is transparent to infrared wavelengths, and

hence, the laser penetrates the silicon substrate and reflects

off of the active layer. This reflected light is reflected off of

a beam splitter and is measured with a photodetector. The

frequency information of the current passing through the cell

under the laser is extracted within the reflected light. This

information is processed within a spectrum analyzer, which

reports the amplitude of the frequency band of interest back

to the measurement computer. To create a mapping of the

entire DUT, the beam splitter makes subtle adjustments to scan
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Fig. 3. SPARTA-COTS overview with untrusted COTS components.

the laser across the visible area. These amplitudes are then

stitched together to form a frequency map with bright spots

which correlate to high current cells at a given frequency. The

EOFM overview image (shown in Figure 1) demonstrates the

intensity differences between various types of cells within an

IC. A simple H-clock tree example is shown with decreasing

current flow as the global routing approaches local routing.

Figure 2 depicts actual laser patterning and EOFM results and

an introduction to the structure of the FPGA backside.

III. SPARTA-COTS OVERVIEW

A. Threat Model

COTS integrated circuits are generally produced by un-

trusted designers and foundries, and handled by untrusted

distributors. Figure 3 shows a simplified view of the COTS

supply chain. The IC design house, and their corresponding

third-party intellectual property (3PIP) vendors, are typically

scattered around the world with little insight into IC develop-

ment. This potentially compromised design file is transferred

to an untrusted foundry to fabricate the COTS ICs. Since the

foundry needs to manufacture the ICs, they have full visibility

into the IC design files and have the ability to insert hardware

Trojans by directly modifying the circuit structure. Sequential

Trojans can be extremely difficult to detect as traditional

techniques require the Trojan to be triggered. We assume

that at least one sequential element (flip-flop) is outside of

the scan chain. The rational behind this assumption is that a

sequential Trojan with its flip-flops in the scan chain would

provide high visibility, hence easier detection. As a result, here

we assume the attacker will keep components of a sequential

Trojan outside of the scan chain architecture. This assumption

is mirrored by the sequential Trojan implementations found in

the Trust-Hub benchmarks, a subset of which are used in this

experiment.

B. Our Approach

SPARTA-COTS combats sequential Trojans in COTS sys-

tems by identifying the malicious sequential elements without

requiring the Trojan to be triggered. To do this, the laser

probing technique EOFM is used to collect data across two

different frequencies, and image processing techniques are

Suspect IC

Clock Generation

PASS

FAIL

Electrical Signal

Optical Signal

Supply & Test Flow
EOFM at 𝒇𝒄𝒍𝒌

EOFM at 𝒇𝒔𝒄𝒂𝒏_𝒊𝒏
Scan Input

1 0 1 0 1 0

(1) EOFM Data Collection (2) Trojan Detection

Fig. 4. SPARTA-COTS approach showing: (1) EOFM measurement of a
suspect IC at both clock and scan input frequencies. (2) Automated Trojan
detection using both EOFM measurements to assess IC authenticity.

used to automatically detect Trojans in the collected data

set. Figure 4 shows the flow by which a suspect DUT is

authenticated.

1) EOFM Data Collection: The suspect IC is positioned

under the microscope objective, powered on, and the clock

is provided to the circuit. Assuming clock gating is not

implemented, the IC clock frequency propagates throughout all

sequential elements of the DUT. First, using EOFM targeted

at the clock frequency, a map of all sequential elements within

the circuit, both benign and malicious, are identified. Next, the

suspect IC is powered on and put into scan mode, as seen in

Figure 4 (1), with both the clock and scan inputs provided to

the circuit. While providing an oscillating input of alternating

1’s and 0’s, a new frequency can be derived. For example,

with a clock frequency of 50MHz, a scan input pattern of

repeated 101010. . . will effectively create a square wave at

25MHz (i.e., half of the clock frequency). This oscillating

pattern provides a second reference point that identifies all

scan flip-flops connected to the scan chain. The next stage

processes these two measurements to determine the locations

of the sequential Trojans.

2) Automated Trojan Detection: To determine the location

of sequential Trojans within the DUT both EOFM images must

be compared, as seen in Figure 4 (2). In an ideal scenario,

performing a direct comparison between the two frequency

measurements should determine the location of the sequential

Trojans as all scan flip-flops should contain both frequencies.

However, various components such as global and local clock

buffers will be present in the EOFM clock measurement, but

rightfully missing from the scan input frequency measurement.

For accurate and automated detection, image processing tech-

niques are used to identify flip-flops and differentiate them

from other circuit elements.

To confidently detect sequential Trojans the raw measure-

ment data is first pre-processed [24]. The active flip-flops

(high-intensity spots) are segmented out from the background

noise for further analysis. To extract this information, a series

of techniques are used as seen in Figure 5. Histogram equal-

ization, which takes the most frequent intensity values and

stretches them throughout the image, causes the features (e.g.,
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Fig. 5. Image pre-processing and automated hardware Trojan detection using both EOFM measurements.

flip-flop responses) to have a better contrast when compared

to the background. Next, a Gaussian filter with a kernel size of

seven by seven is used to remove all unwanted white noise. A

median filter, with a kernel size of three by three, is applied

to smooth the image to preserve edges and to remove any

remaining fine background noise. Thresholding converts the

grayscale image into a binary image. This eliminates the black

background and segments the active flip-flop regions in the

images. Finally, after thresholding, erosion and dilation are

performed iteratively to clean up the image [25].

After pre-processing the measurements, connected com-

ponent analysis is used to isolate potential true positives.

After this analysis, only high intensity points will remain,

and a mask will be generated to store them. Each of these

regions must be labeled to automate the remainder of the

processing. Here, each of the unique labels is iterated over.

If the label is 0 (background) we ignore it, if not we generate

a mask only for that label. Next, contours, which join all

points along a boundary with the same intensity, are identified

and can be used for object detection, recognition, and shape

analysis. Once the contours are formed for the regions of

interest, bounding boxes (rectangles) are drawn around the

regions. The x, y coordinates as well as the width and height

of the bounding boxes are stored for processing during the

next steps. These bounding boxes from the clock frequency

EOFM measurement are mapped to the scan input EOFM

measurement for detection. Once this mapping is complete,

the intensity values within the bounding boxes are analyzed.

This is done by calculating the bright pixel values inside the

bounding boxes. After the pixel values are calculated for both

EOFM measurement images, a difference between them is

taken. To determine if a flip-flop region should be labeled

as a Trojan flip-flop (red) or scan flip-flop (green), a threshold

range is set. If the calculated difference is greater than the

threshold the region is labeled as a Trojan, and if the difference

is within the threshold range it is labeled as non-malicious.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For a proof-of-concept, a 28-nm Microsemi PolarFire FPGA

was used as the DUT. This FPGA was specifically chosen

as it has the closest physical layout to an ASIC. The circuit

representation maintains a similar standard cell style design, in

which, flip-flops, buffers, and logic gates can be placed. The

selected Microsemi FPGA does differ from an ASIC as the

routing and logic functions are programmable. However, the

way the circuit is represented, contains stacks of two buffers,

two flip-flops, and two logic gates. Hence, the main difference

between the stack structure and ASIC designs is that each

stack cell contains two separate instances of the flip-flops

we are searching for. This emulates a more dense technology

node that requires signal amplitude-based analysis techniques

to properly evaluate the circuit functionality.

To demonstrate the capabilities of SPARTA, three bench-

marks from Trust-Hub were selected. The s1423 T607,

s13207 T619, and s15850 T609 represent small, medium,

and large benchmarks respectively. The processed EOFM

measurements for the small benchmark are shown in Figure 6.

The red boxes in Figure 6 (a) identify the physical location of

the suspect flip-flops. The blue region illustrates the effective

filtering to remove irrelevant elements such as the local and

global clock buffers formerly seen in Figure 2. Figure 6 (b)

shows the EOFM response of the same area, but at the 25MHz

oscillation frequency of the scan input pattern. This measure-

ment provides significantly more extraneous information, since

in addition to the flip-flop transistors, there are also logic

gates passing values throughout the circuit due to the scan

4
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Small Benchmark at 𝒇𝒄𝒍𝒌 Small Benchmark at 𝒇𝒔𝒄𝒂𝒏_𝒊𝒏
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Flip-Flops

Filtered 
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Fig. 6. Processed EOFM images of the small s1423 T607 Trojan benchmark
with: (a) Suspect flip-flop identification on the clock frequency EOFM
measurement with filtered clock buffers. (b) Trojan detection results on the
scan input frequency EOFM measurement.

input patterns. As previously mentioned, the programmable

stacks are highly dense structures which include six separate

programmable items. Despite this fact, information can still

be extracted, and should be further simplified when conducted

on an ASIC with dedicated flip-flop cells. The green boxes in

Figure 6 (b) represent authentic scan flip-flops, as expected

within Trojan-free ICs. However, the red boxes signify Trojan

flip-flops which are disconnected from the scan chain.

The automated Trojan detection results results for the

medium and large benchmarks are shown in Figure 7. The

detection process was made more difficult for these examples

as the area constraints within Microsemi Libero IDE were

narrowed. This created significant activity throughout the

device with nearly all resources within the target region being

allocated. Figure 7 (a) shows the correct identification of the

sequential Trojans despite the additional noise. Further, Fig-

ure 7 (b) shows the results of the large benchmark maintaining

a 100% detection accuracy across the 3 benchmarks. Trojan

detection within the medium and large benchmarks overcame

the added background noise due to increased activity, despite

the white balance adversely effecting the depiction of the

circuit response. The ability to identify Trojans despite these

challenges shows promise for detection at technology nodes

below the optical limitations of the current EOFM hardware.

The larger s15850 benchmark is also shown in Figure 8.

Here, the Libero IDE layout is shown to demonstrate how

the implemented circuits look within the design environment

and how they correlate to the measured images. The IDE

representation of the overall layout is shown along with a

zoomed in region corresponding to the sequential Trojan

location and EOFM image. The dotted outlined areas represent

programmable stacks that contain programmed flip-flops, as

denoted by yellow highlighting within the IDE. The combina-

tional logic, denoted by blue and gates, are all programmed

and thus are seen in yellow as well rather than the default

off coloration of black. Within the IDE representation all

Trojan flip-flops have been highlighted in white to visually

differentiate them. The objective of our detection methods is

shown by the manually placed red and green dotted outlines

Medium Benchmark at 𝒇𝒔𝒄𝒂𝒏_𝒊𝒏 Large Benchmark at 𝒇𝒔𝒄𝒂𝒏_𝒊𝒏

a) b)

Fig. 7. Processed EOFM images with Trojan detection results showing:
(a) Medium s13207 T619 Trojan benchmark. (b) Large s15850 T609 Trojan
benchmark.

Large Benchmark at 𝒇𝒄𝒍𝒌

Large Benchmark at 𝒇𝒔𝒄𝒂𝒏_𝒊𝒏

Microsemi Libero IDE Layout

Fig. 8. Sample IDE layout to EOFM measurement mapping on large
s15850 T609 benchmark.

that utilize both EOFM images and identify scan flip-flops

(green) and Trojan flip-flops (red). The flip-flop placement

and Trojan detection results directly match the automated

processing results shown in Figure 7 (b). Overall, SPARTA

was able to achieve a 100% detection accuracy across all

3 Trojan benchmarks, and the ample feature sizes suggest

compatibility with smaller technology nodes as well.

V. CONCLUSION

Authenticating COTS electronics is essential to creating

trustworthy critical systems. SPARTA-COTS provides a non-

destructive, spatially aware detection method for identifying

sequential Hardware Trojans in such components. By leverag-

ing existing clock trees and scan infrastructure within ICs, no

prior knowledge of the internal circuit structure is necessary.

By comparing two EOFM images of the clocked elements and

scan elements respectively, sequential Trojan flip-flops outside

of the scan chain can be identified. The potential for scalability

is shown by implementing automated detection for both of the

measurement images, with time scaling linearly with die size.
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